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Dear Customer,

VSH is a very well-known organisation in the domestic and commercial building 

market in the Netherlands. We are particularly famous for our wide range of metal 

and plastic fi ttings, and it should not be a surprise to learn that we are the market 

leader in the Netherlands, and well present in many other countries. But that’s not 

the only thing VSH does. For example we developed a high-pressure system en 

we have a full range of low-pressure systems. VSH aims to continuously improve 

and to offer the right solution time after time. Solutions that allow us to deliver you, 

our customer, simpler, more effi cient and better systems in order to help you 

optimise your installations. That’s because we know that your success is our 

success.

Established over 80 years ago, VSH is a Dutch company and part of the 

international Aalberts Industries Group with the advantages that we are able to use 

the latest technologies to develop and market innovative products and systems. 

Aalberts Industries has a strong product portfolio and a global network of 

production sites, each with their own specialisation. This means that we can help 

you optimise the control, testing and distribution of liquids and gases in special 

applications and special circumstances for the petrochemical, oil and gas, power 

generation, machine construction and mining.

With over 80 years of experience and knowledge, we have become the ideal partner 

to implement your solutions. We enjoy to take this position and we aim to continue 

doing this in the future. Our promise is more than just a slogan: VSH connects.

Visit our website www.vsh.nl for more information. If you would like to know more 

about our products and systems, you are always welcome to visit us in Hilversum. 

Please call +31 (0)35 68 84 330 to make an appointment.

Best regards,

André in het Veld, Managing Director VSH
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Top quality

Easy installation, security and top quality are our 

primary focus at VSH. We produce complete product 

ranges using top-rank production processes and fulfi l 

the most stringent requirements. Our products have all 

major national and international quality and approvals. 

 

Working with VSH

In everything we do, we aim for an optimal match 

with your working methods. 

Never come up short Our products are always 

 available no matter where you are, thanks to our 

 international distribution network. 

Make the right choice We give you clear and 

 complete product information and handy online 

 selection tools to help you fi nd the best solution for 

your application.

Top-notch support Our experienced Customer 

Service staff can answer all your questions and give 

you reliable advice. You can be assured of having 

acces to the specifi c knowledge and excellent sup-

port, no  matter where or when you need it. 

Lead the way We offer a broad range of training 

courses so you can always use our latest solutions 

correctly in practice. 

The right solution,
always and everywhere
With the broadest selection of piping systems in the market, VSH offers a wide 
range of products. The VSH range is suitable for numerous applications and 
media. Whether it comes to residential and commercial buildings, the automobile 
industry, the chemical industry or shipbuilding. But VSH does even more.

THE PLUS OF VSH: 

+   Innovative concepts

+   Installation support

+   Customer Service

+     Exclusive training courses

+   Online information and selection tools

+   The VSH+ app
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+ Quick and easy installtion technique

+ Short downtime thanks to fast, clean and safe operation

+ Professional, matching pressing tools

+ Metal to metal sealing (no gasket)

+ In dimensions up to 2” (larger dimensions available on request)

+ Systems: steel-steel; stainless steel - steel; stainless steel - stainless steel

+ The tubes determine the strength of the connection, not the fi tting

+ Lower total costs of installation

+ Suitable for EN-ISO and ANSI pipes

+ Can be used on welded pipes

THE PLUS OF XPress HP:

XPress HP
The alternative to welding



Quick, safe, simply 

brilliant

Industrial piping systems have to stand up to high 

demands. XPress HP is a high-quality, high-end 

system which is unparalleled when it comes to 

installation speed, safety, reliability, durability, hygiene 

and cost effi ciency. The metal-on-metal sealing offers 

you a simple alternative to welding, and guarantees 

reliable piping systems for liquids and gas at high 

temperatures and pressures. This unique system 

easily complies with all international quality and safety 

requirements.

Time savings

One of the main benefi ts of the XPress HP system is 

its rapid installation time. With XPress HP, installation 

can be completed up to ten times more quickly than 

when welding. Our piping system guarantees quick 

and effi cient connection without the need for an open 

fl ame. This ensures maximum safety.

Price/performance 

Safe, stable and permanent metallic sealed 

 connections without gaskets are essential in industrial 

pipe systems, and the XPress HP System can deliver 

exactly this. The total installation costs and time taken 

are substantially lower than those of any other system 

on the market.

 

Various applications

XPress HP is the perfect match for a whole range 

of applications. XPress HP comes as a system, 

so you are guaranteed to always have the right 

 material for the most diverse situations, from 

 industrial  applications and fi re protection, to ship 

and  commercial construction.

With the XPress HP system, you can create perfect connections for all your 
industrial piping without welding or using cutting ring fi ttings or fl anges. The 
patented, high-quality XPress HP fi ttings are equipped with a 100%-secure, 
stable, metal-on-metal seal, and have a unique wedge-shaped design.  
Simplicity and reliability means extensive training is not required: you can start 
working with XPress HP straight away, low costs guaranteed.
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By choosing XPress HP, 
you are opting for a piping 
system that is applicable in 
a wide variety of situations 
and on many different 
markets.

XPress HP
An unparalleled range of 

practical, safety and 
commercial advantages



Industrial piping

In industry in particular, the quality, reliability and 

safety of XPress HP set it apart from other piping 

systems. In order to be able to meet the considerable 

demands of industrial installations, XPress HP 

works using an axial compression technique. 

This ensures rapid connection, robustness, and 

 pressure re sistance equivalent to the working 
 pressure of the tube. Eliminating welding and 

 soldering work in creases safety, in particular when 

working during operating hours or in danger zones.

It will not be long before this technique becomes the 

norm for installing industrial systems.

Shipbuilding

With its comprehensive collection of shipbuilding certi-

fi cations, XPress HP is ideal for use on drinking water, 

oil, fuel or steam pipes on board ships. XPress HP is 

authorised for use in Class I, II and III piping systems.

District heating

Using XPress HP for underground district heat-

ing pipes can result in huge savings. The speed of 

connection in particular entails a reduction in costs. 

Hydraulic control of the jaws means it is also possible 

to make connections in a damp environment.

Shipbuilding

YOU ARE GUARANTEED:

+ 100% metal-to-metal sealing

+ Consistent quality

+  Pre-assembled fi ttings with no faults

+  No build-up of heat while you work

+  No risk of fi re or explosion

+  No seamless tube required

+  No professional or expert qualifi cation required

+  No x-ray inspection or other inspection methods

+  No expensive testing equipment required

+  Super quick and simple installation

=  Signifi cant reduction in the cost of the entire 

installation
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Steam

XPress HP is a superb solution for 

steam applications. Fast, gas-tight 

sealing ensures safe and reliable con-

nections and is an excellent alternative 

to commonly used welded joints.

XPress HP is also suitable for:

heating cooling solar compressed
air

steam sprinkler 
systems

dry
fire sprinkler 

pipes

waterlab

vacuum

heating cooling solar compressed
air

steam sprinkler 
systems

dry
fire sprinkler 

pipes

waterlab

vacuum

heating cooling solar compressed
air

steam sprinkler 
systems

dry
fire sprinkler 
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air
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systems

dry
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High-pressure water mist

High-pressure water mist is becoming more and more important in the field of fire pro-

tection. The high pressures produced mean that less water is required for extinguishing, 

and that light-weight systems can be used. These high pressures also place considerable 

demands on the piping systems. This makes XPress HP the ideal choice. This is not only 

down to the connection technique, but also the very wide range of products, including 

special distribution blocks for this particular application.

XPress HP
district heating, high-pressure 
water mist, fuel pipes, hydraulic 
pipes, steam, high-pressure 
cleaning, thermal oils, various 
gases
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XPress HP tools

Work quickly, safely and securely with the special XPress HP tool 

set. This set consists, amongst other items, of smart electro-hy-

draulic or battery-powered tools and useful hand pumps. When 

using these tools, each pipe connection can be made with ease: 

pipes with smaller dimensions can be pressed in 5 seconds, and 

larger ones in 35 seconds. XPress HP tool sets are compact, 

allowing you to make a perfect connection even in the smallest of 

spaces. Adaptors can be switched with a flick of the wrist, allow-

ing you to work quickly, effortlessly and efficiently with pipes of 

varying dimensions and diameters of 12 mm to 2". The tools come 

in a sturdy case. 

XPress HP hydraulic units

The pressure required for the pressing tools can be obtained 

from a standard hydraulic unit (230/110 V). This unit can be easily 

operated using a remote control, thereby preventing errors during 

pressing. The unit is packaged in a robust, transportable case that 

protects it from being damaged on the construction site. 

Battery-powered hydraulic units are also available. These are par-

ticularly handy in places without an electricity supply. The XPress 

HP hand pumps provide an alternative for high-risk working 

environments where electricity may not be used. They are in full 

compliance with the strictest international safety standards. 

XPress HP tools
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With the XPress HP pressing tool, you can quickly, easily and accurately make reliable connections. The XPress HP system makes 

installation much quicker than with any other system, which results in lower costs compared to conventional connection techniques. 

1. CUTTING

 Cut the pipe perpendicular.

2. CLEAN AND DEBURR

Clean the cut pipe inside and 

outside and deburr.

3. INSERTING

Insert pipe to the inside edge of 

the fi tting. 

4. MARKING

Mark the pipe at the fi tting end for 

visual control

5. MOUNTING

Attach the press tool fi rmly over the 

connection you wish to make, so that 

the fi tting fi ts into the groove of the 

insert. 

6. CLOSING

Close the lockring lever on the tool 

fi rmly. (important!) 

7. PRESSING

Turn on the hydraulic power unit by 

using the remote control. After a few 

seconds the pull ring lines up with the 

housing.

8. READY!

A perfect connection is created. 

A visual check on the pressing is 

 suffi cient: Press ring is lined up with 

the housing.

XPress HP operating instructions

Space needed 
for installation 

Typ Article no. D 
(pipe 

dia meter)

A B C F L W H Weight 
(g)

Press time
(s)

PT 1 6590001 8
28

50
50

70
70 

60
84

51
46

181 92 100 3600 5
10

PT 2 6590012 30 67 100 114 42 250 104 135 6800 12

42 67 100 124 15

PT 3 6590023 45 80 110 140 42 272 104 155 8000 16

60 80 110 150 20

L

F

W

D

A

B
C

H
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Optimal test results

XPress HP easily stands up to the most rigorous international tests and certifi cations, and meets all 

 globally-applicable standards. This means safety and quality are guaranteed. XPress HP complies with 

the standards of the IACS (International Association for Classifi cation of Ships), the most prestigious 

industrial certifi cation organisation. The product has obtained the following IACS test results (URP 2.1): 

•    Leak tightness test:  70 bar with nitrogen (N2) > over 5 min tight

• Pull out test:   1 x PN + Fax (PN as appropriate) for 5 min. without leakage or other faults

•  Burst pressure tests:  4 x PN over 5 min tight

•  Vibration-(1) and pres- (1) defi ned amplitude over 10x106 cycles at frequencies of 20-50Hz and

sure pulsation-(2) test: (2) 1,5 x PN > 500.000 cycli

•  Vacuümtest: 300 mbar absolute > 15 minuten

 

XPress HP tests
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International certifi cation

XPress HP holds the following certifi cates:

Germanischer Lloyds certifi cate 91759-97 HH XPress HP complies to the regulations 

for the performance of type tests on mechanical components and equipment, Part D9 of 

German Lloyd

Det Norske Veritas certifi cate P-13887 XPress HP complies to the standard for 

 certifi cation No. 2.9 of the type approval programm No. 5-792.20

 

Wehrtechnische Dienststelle für Schiffe und Marinewaffen, WTD71) 

certifi cate 2012 WTD of the German Marine 

Lloyd’s Register certifi cate 98/20049

Russian Maritime Register of Shipping certifi cate no. 09.00419.009

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) XPress HP fi ttings comply with 

ASME B31.1 power piping/B31.2 process piping

XPress HP certifi cation
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Technical specifications  

Temperature range: –55 °C up to 400 °C

Working pressure:  up to 1137 bar (the pipe is the limiting  

 factor) 

Standards:  useable for seamless and welded  

 pipes with the dimensions to 

 EN ISO 1127, EN 10220  D3/T3, 

        ASTM A213 and ASTM A269

Pipe diameters:  1/4” - 2” 

 12 - 54 mm

Materials: Press Ring:

 Carbon steel 1.0570 (AISI 1024) 

 Fitting Body: 

        Stainless steel 1.4404 (AISI 316L) 

        other combinations on request

Pipe specifications

Seamless and welded pipes with dimensions to EN 10220:2002 

for Carbon Steel Pipes, and to EN ISO 1127:1996 for stainless 

steel pipes can be installed with XPress HP press fittings. Pipes 

with dimensions to ASTM A213 and ASTM A269 can also be 

installed with XPress HP fittings with a hardness of maximum 90 

Rockwell B. 

According to EN ISO 1127 of EN 10220: 

Outside diameter: D3 ±0,75%, min. ±0,3mm

Wall thickness:  T3 ±10%, min. ±0,2mm

 

According to ASTM A213/A269:

Outside diameter:  13,72 up to 38,1 mm: ±0,13mm 

38,1 up to 88,9 mm: ±0,25mm

Wall thickness:  T3 ±10%

Pipe serie 1 to EN 10220, to EN ISO 1127 1) with tolerances  

D3/T3 and pipes to ASTM A213/A269 2):

DN Size OD1) OD2) s di

10 1/4” 13,5 13,7 1,8 9,9

3/8” 17,2 17,2 1,8 13,6

15 1/2” 21,3 21,3 2,0 17,3

20 3/4” 26,9 26,7 2,3 22,1

25 1" 33,7 33,4 2,6 28,2

32  1¼" 42,4 42,2 2,6 37,0

40  1½" 48,3 48,3 2,6 43,1

50 2" 60,3 60,3 2,6 55,1

TOLERANCES PIPE SERIE 1 AND 2

Pipe serie 2 and 3 according EN 10220 or according  

EN ISO 1127 with tolerances D3/T3:

DN OD s di

10 12 1,8 8,4

15 18 1,8 14,4

15 20 2,0 16,0

18 22 2,3 17,4

20 25 2,6 19,8

28 2,6 22,8

25 30 2,6 24,4

35 2,6 29,8

32 38 2,6 32,8

54 3,6 46,8

TOLERANCES PIPE SERIE 2 AND 3

Technical specifications
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Dimensionsions of the wall thickness:

The dimensioning of the pipes is done according to DIN 2413 or to 

ANSI B 31.3 for a given pressure for a specifi c application. 

For further specifi cations please consult the pipe manufacturers.  

Application and burst pressure tests

1) Nominal pressure PN for shipbuilding (IACS)
2) Burst pressure at 4x nominal pressure over 5 minutes 
3)  Pressure for double safety factor

When using XPress HP in combination with XPress pipes 

(EN10312) the working pressures are available on request.

Technical defi nitions

M: Metric screw thread to DIN ISO 261

Rp: Cylindrical internal thread with pressure 

tight joints which are made on the threads 

to EN 10226-1

R: Conical external thread with pressure tight 

joints which are made on the threads to 

EN 10226-1

G: Cylindrical internal and external thread 

with pressure tight joints which are not 

made on the threads to ISO 228-1

DN: Diamètre Nominal - Nominal size (inside 

diameter) 
PN: Pression Nominal - Nominal pressure

OD: Outside Diameter 
s: Wall thickness

di: Inside diameter

DN Size OD s di PN 1) Burst 
pressure 2)

Pressure 3)

10 12 1,8 8,4 300 bar 1137 bar 600 bar
10 1/4" 13,5 1,8 9,9 200 bar 800 bar 400 bar
12 3/8" 17,2 1,8 13,6 200 bar 800 bar 400 bar
15 18 1,8 14,4 200 bar 800 bar 400 bar
15 20 2,0 16,0 200 bar 800 bar 400 bar
15 1/2" 21,3 2,0 17,3 200 bar 800 bar 400 bar
18 22 2,3 17,4 200 bar 800 bar 400 bar
20 25 2,6 19,8 200 bar 800 bar 400 bar
20 3/4" 26,9 2,3 22,3 200 bar 800 bar 400 bar

28 2,6 19,8 200 bar 800 bar 400 bar
25 30 2,6 24,8 200 bar 800 bar 400 bar
25 1" 33,7 2,6 28,5 200 bar 800 bar 400 bar

35 2,5 30,0 150 bar 600 bar 300 bar
32 38 2,6 32,8 150 bar 600 bar 300 bar
32  1¼" 42,4 2,6 37,2 150 bar 600 bar 300 bar

40  1½" 48,3 2,6 43,1 150 bar 600 bar 300 bar

54 3,6 46,8 150 bar 600 bar 300 bar
50 2" 60,3 2,6 55,1 150 bar 600 bar 300 bar
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R5001M   Straight coupling

(2 x press)

R5001   Straight coupling

(2 x press)

R5003M   Straight repair

(2 x press)

R5003   Straight repair

(2 x press)

R5067M   Distributor block 2 outlets

(2 x press / 2 x female thread)

R5067   Distributor block 2 outlets

(2 x press / 2 x female thread)

Dimension metric Art. no.

12 6500001
18 6500010
20 6500021
22 6500032
25 6500043
28 6500054
30 6500065
35 6500076
38 6500087
54 6500098

Dimension metric Art. no.

12 6500230
18 6500241
20 6500252
22 6500263
25 6500274
28 6500285
30 6500296
35 6500307
38 6500318
54 6500329

Dimension metric Art. no.

18 x G3/8 6500461
20 x G3/8 6500472
22 x G1/2 6500483
25 x G1/2 6500494
28 x G1/2 6500505
30 x G1/2 6500516
35 x G1/2 6500527
38 x G1/2 6500538
54 x G1/2 6500549

Dimension inch Art. no.

1/4" 6500109
3/8" 6500111
1/2" 6500120
3/4" 6500131
1" 6500142
1 1/4" 6500153
1 1/2" 6500164
2" 6500175

Dimension inch Art. no.

1/4" 6500331
3/8" 6500340
1/2" 6500351
3/4" 6500362
1" 6500373
1 1/4" 6500384
1 1/2" 6500395
2" 6500406

Dimension inch Art. no.

3/8" x G1/4 6500551
1/2" x G3/8 6500560
3/4" x G1/2 6500571
1" x G1/2 6500582
1 1/4" x G1/2 6500593
1 1/2" x G1/2 6500604
2" x G1/2 6500615
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Dimension metric Art. no.

18 x G3/8 6500626
20 x G3/8 6500637
22 x G1/2 6500648
25 x G1/2 6500659
28 x G1/2 6500661
30 x G1/2 6500670
35 x G1/2 6500681
38 x G1/2 6500692
54 x G1/2 6500703

Dimension inch Art. no.

3/8" x G1/4 6500714
1/2" x G3/8 6500725
3/4" x G1/2 6500736
1" x G1/2 6500747
1 1/4" x G1/2 6500758
1 1/2" x G1/2 6500769
2" x G1/2 6500771

Dimension metric Art. no.

18 6500780
20 6500791
22 6500802
25 6500813
28 6500824
30 6500835
35 6500846
38 6500857
54 6500868

Dimension inch Art. no.

3/8" 6500879
1/2" 6500881
3/4" 6500890
1" 6500901
1 1/4" 6500912
1 1/2" 6500923
2" 6500934

Dimension metric Art. no.

18 6501000
20 6501011
22 6501022
25 6501033
28 6501044
30 6501055
35 6501066
38 6501077
54 6501088

Dimension inch Art. no.

1/4" 6501099
3/8" 6501101
1/2" 6501110
3/4" 6501121
1" 6501132
1 1/4" 6501143
1 1/2" 6501154
2" 6501165

R5068M   Distributor block 4 outlets

(2 x press / 4 x female thread)

R5068   Distributor 4 outlets

(2 x press / 4 x female thread)

R5014M   T-piece

(3 x press)

R5014   T-piece

(3 x press)

R5029M   End coupling

(1 x press)

R5029   End coupling

(1 x press)

Stainless steel - Steel
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Dimension metric Art. no.

12 x Rp1/4 6501220
18 x Rp3/8 6501231
20 x Rp1/2 6501242
22 x Rp1/2 6501253
25 x Rp3/4 6501264
28 x Rp3/4 6501275
30 x Rp3/4 6501286
35 x Rp1 6501297
38 x Rp1 6501308
54 x Rp2 6501319

Dimension inch Art. no.

1/4" x Rp1/4 6501321
3/8" x Rp3/8 6501330
1/2" x Rp1/2 6501341
3/4" x Rp3/4 6501352
1" x Rp1 6501363
1 1/4" x Rp1 1/4 6501374
1 1/2" x Rp1 1/2 6501385
2" x Rp2 6501396

Dimension metric Art. no.

12 x G1/4 6501407
18 x G3/8 6501418
20 x G1/2 6501429
22 x G1/2 6501431
25 x G3/4 6501440
28 x G3/4 6501451
30 x G3/4 6501462
35 x G1 6501473
38 x G1 6501484
54 x G2 6501495

Dimension inch Art. no.

1/4" x G1/4 6501506
3/8" x G3/8 6501517
1/2" x G1/2 6501528
3/4" x G3/4 6501539
1" x G1 6501541
1 1/4" x G1 1/4 6501550
1 1/2" x G1 1/2 6501561
2" x G2 6501572

Dimension metric Art. no.

18 x 12 6501792
22 x 12 6501803
22 x 18 6501814
28 x 22 6501836
30 x 25 6501847
35 x 28 6501858
35 x 22 6501869
38 x 30 6501871
38 x 28 6501880
54 x 42 6501891
54 x 35 6501902
54 x 28 6501913
54 x 22 6501924

Dimension inch Art. no.

3/8" x 1/4" 6501935
1/2" x 3/8" 6501946
1/2" x 1/4" 6501957
3/4" x 1/2" 6501968
1" x 28 6501979
1" x 3/4" 6501981
1" x 22 6501990
1" x 1/2" 6502001
1" x 18 6502012
1 1/4" x 1" 6502023
1 1/4" x 3/4" 6502034
1 1/4" x 22 6502045
1 1/4" x 1/2" 6502056
1 1/2" x 1 1/4" 6502067
1 1/2" x 1" 6502078
1 1/2" x 30 6502089
1 1/2" x 28 6502091
1 1/2" x 3/4" 6502100
2" x 1 1/2" 6502111
2" x 1 1/4" 6502122
2" x 1" 6502133

R5002M Straight connector

(press x female thread)

R5002   Straight connector

(press x female thread)

R5005M   Straight connector

(press x male thread)

R5005   Straight connector

(press x male thread)

R5007M   Reducer

(2 x press)

R5007   Reducer

(2 x press)
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Stainless steel - Steel

R5008M   Elbow 90°

(2 x press)

R5008M  Bend 90°

(2 x press)

R5008  Bend 90°

(2 x press)

R5008   Elbow 90°

(2 x press)

R5025   Bent pipe 90°

(2 x male end)

R5025M   Bent pipe 90°

(2 x male end)

Dimension inch Art. no.

1 1/4" 6501715
1 1/2" 6501726
 2" 6501737

Afmeting metrisch Artikel nr.

18 6501583
20 6501594
22 6501605
25 6501616
28 6501627
30 6501638

Dimension inch Art. no.

3/8" 6501671
1/2" 6501682
3/4" 6501693
1" 6501704

Dimension inch Art. no.

1 1/4" 6502353
1 1/2" 6502364
 2" 6502375

Dimension metric Art. no.

35 6501649
38 6501651
54 6501660

Dimension metric Art. no.

18 6501583
20 6501594
22 6501605
25 6501616
28 6501627
30 6501638

Dimension metric Art. no.

35 6502276
38 6502287
54 6502298
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P5101   XPress HP Inserts

P5102   XPress HP transport case

P5103   Hydraulic unit and accessories

P5100   XPress HP press PT1, PT2, PT3

Inserts Outside 
dimension Tube

Art. no. Type

12 12 6590034 PT1
14 1/4" 6590045 PT1

18
18

6590056 PT1
3/8"

20 20 6590067 PT1

22
22

6590078 PT1
1/2"

25
25

6590089
PT1

3/4"
28 28 6590091 PT1
30 30 6590100 PT2
34 1" 6590111 PT2
35 35 6590122 PT2
38 38 6590133 PT2
42 1 1/4" 6590144 PT2
48 1 1/2" 6590155 PT3
54 54 6590166 PT3
60 2" 6590177 PT3

Type Art. no. Description

PT1 6590188 Transport case for inserts 12-28 mm
PT2 6590199 Transport case forinserts 30-1¼" mm
PT3 6590201 Transport case for inserts 1½"-2"
PT1, PT2, PT3 6590210 Shoulder strap for transport case

Dimension Art. no. Type

12-28 6590001 PT1
30-1 1/4" 6590012 PT2
1 1/2"-2" 6590023 PT3

Art no. Description Weight 
(kg)

Length 
(mm)

Wight  
(mm)

Height 
(mm)

6590221 AC driven hydraulic 
unit (230V/50Hz)

9,5 360 340 120

6590232 Battery driven 
hydraulic unit 
(24V DC)

9,6 210 340 190

6590243 Manually powered 
hydraulic unit

5 580 150 60

6590254 Hydraulic hose 3m, 
max. pressure 700 
bar

6590265 Hydraulic hose 6m, 
max pressure 700 bar

6590276 Hydraulic 
coupling
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Want to know more?

For a complete and up-to-date overview of all fittings and tools visit

www.vsh.nl/xpress-hp

You can look for specific products with the search function, or you can 

use smart filters and conveniently compare found products. All relevant 

product data and specifications are available in detail level. If you’re 

interested in a particular product, simply put it on your wish list.
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As you can see, for top quality and the best solution for every situation you 
can rely on VSH products and systems, with 80 years of experience. 
In addition, you can always count on up-to-date information, current 
knowledge and reliable advice. All that makes VSH the perfect partner, 
dovetailing with your wishes and those of your clients.

Would you like to make an appointment to meet 

an account manager in your region? Or receive phone 

advice and support from our experts? 

VSH Customer Service: 

+31 (0)35 68 84 330

Available Monday to Friday, 8am to 5pm. 

info@vsh.nl

VSH connects.

Disclaimer: The technical data are non-binding and do not refl ect the warranted characteristics of the products. They are subject to change. Please 
consult our General Terms and Conditions. Additional information is available upon request. It is the designer’s responsibility to select products 
suitable for the intended purpose and to ensure that pressure ratings and performance data are not exceeded. The installation instructions should 
always be read and followed. The system must always be depressurised and drained before any components, whether defective or otherwise, are 
removed, modifi ed or corrected.



You can rely on VSH products and systems for top quality and the best 
solution for every situation. VSH systems stand for quality, innovation, easy 
installation and reliability.

Compression fittings for potable water, gas, heating and solar systems. VSH Super is 
suitable for steel, copper and plastic tubes. 

Piping systems with M-profile press fittings in three types of material: carbon steel, 
copper and stainless steel. XPress is suitable for heating, cooling, water, gas, solar, 
compressed air and fire protection systems in residential, commercial and industrial 
buildings, shipbuilding and industry.

XPress HP supplies a metal to metal sealing system that is perfect for pipe systems 
in industry, shipbuilding and fire safety systems operating under high pressure and/or 
high temperatures.  

Piping systems with V-profile press fittings in copper, galvanised steel and stainless 
steel. SudoPress is suitable for heating, water, gas and solar systems. 

VSH Fittings B.V.
Oude Amersfoortseweg 99
1212 AA Hilversum, The Netherlands
P.O. Box 498
1200 AL Hilversum, The Netherlands
Phone +31 (0)35 68 84 330
info@vsh.nl
www.vsh.nl
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